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C O M M U N I C AT I O N S
AND MEDIA

B O B D E H AV E N : M I C R O S O F T

The way we access content today is significantly different from just two or three years ago. No longer
dictated to by broadcasters’ schedules, we can now
simply stream content as and when we want it.
With this in mind, the ability to stream content reliably, securely and cost-effectively has never been more
important. On page 38, you can find out more about
Microsoft’s Azure Media Services offering – the technology behind the record-breaking streaming for the
Super Bowl, the Winter Olympics and the World Cup.
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Redefining
business models
In the face of declining revenues from their traditional service offerings, telcos are
now exploring new sources of income and better ways of holding onto their existing
customers, as we find out from Microsoft’s Rikke Helms
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

W

anting to be more than just simply
providers of basic connectivity in today’s digital world, telco companies
are searching for new ways to boost their profits and attract new customers. As revenue from
traditional services such as voice and texts continues to fall into decline, telco providers are
shifting their focus to developing new offerings,
while lowering operational costs and delivering
more engaging customer experiences.
Research firm Analysys Mason estimates that
between 2013 and 2017, voice revenue for the
telecommunications sector is set to drop by
US$38 billion. On the flipside, data revenue is set
to grow by US$128 billion in that same period.
“Telco operators are constantly having to balance
their revenue streams and keep up with the latest
customer demands, and that means they’re having
to adjust their business models and deliver new
services,” says Rikke Helms, managing director of
Global Telecommunications at Microsoft. “As their
traditional offerings become increasingly commoditised, telcos are having to find new sources of
income and ways of holding onto their customers,
and that requires a completely different outlook.”
Much like in other industries, telco providers
are finding that they need to move away from
a product-centric model to a customer-centric
one. “Retention is one of the telcos’ biggest issues, but it’s something that they must tackle to
ensure a sustainable business,” says Helms. “It
actually costs a great deal more to attract new
customers than it does to hold onto your existing
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client base. That’s why customer service is now
considered a top priority within the industry.”
In particular, telcos are finding that they need to
deliver a consistent level of service across multiple
channels – from in-store to the call centre to online – so that whenever a customer interacts with
the company, the person on hand to serve them has
access to all the information they need to deliver
a personalised and relevant experience every time.
With the raft of mergers and acquisitions taking
place in the industry at the moment – BT in the
UK is currently in the process of acquiring mobile network EE in a deal worth a reported £12.5
billion – having the right tools in place to capture
customer information from disparate sources and
consolidate it is becoming more and more critical.
“Microsoft has a big role to play equipping telco providers with the productivity, communication and customer relationship management
tools they need to better serve their customers
and gain the business insights they need to succeed in future,” says Helms. “From SharePoint
and Dynamics CRM to our enterprise-grade
cloud and BI tools, we have the end to end suite
required to meet their specific needs.”
What has become clear is that it’s the customers, not the telcos, which will dictate how the industry will look in the coming years. And that
could mean that rather than delivering the same
products and services – which they’ve been doing for the last decade or so – carriers could end
up diversifying, focusing on cloud services, the
internet of things, TV and media, and so on.
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“It’s all about
efficiency
and taking
advantage of
the existing
infrastructure
out there”
At Mobile World Congress in March, Telefónica
announced that it had entered into a joint initiative with Microsoft to deliver TV content over
the internet to Windows Phone devices, building
on the success of its already popular Movistar TV
Go service. Speaking about the move, Michael
Duncan, CEO of Global Video Unit of Telefónica,
said: “The availability of our television services on
mobile devices increases the attractiveness and
potential for enjoyment of the content we offer to
our users, and places Telefónica at the forefront of
video products with an offer of TV everywhere,
which is increasingly diverse.”
As Helms notes, it’s critical that telcos keep up with
new technologies and have insight into their customers’ demands to ensure they continue to meet
their expectations. It is therefore expected that telcos
will go far beyond providing a basic level of connectivity, and will look to new revenue streams, whether
that may be reselling services such as Office 365 or
bundling services to include TV and music.
To help telcos keep up, Microsoft is finding its own
relationship with them changing too. “We’ve got a
long history supporting the telco industry,” says
Helms. “But until recently we have primarily sold
our Windows productivity tools for their own consumption. Now, we are finding that we’re selling to
them, with them and through them.”
From a sell-through point of view, Microsoft is
seeing huge growth in its cloud business, driven
largely by the telcos’ desire for more sophisticated
cloud services, which they can not only use themselves but resell to their customers. “We’re seeing

greater demand for our Azure platform and hosting capabilities,” says Helms. “Rather than building
their own cloud infrastructures from scratch, it’s
much more cost effective for them to use ours. It’s
all about efficiency and taking advantage of the existing infrastructure out there.”
When asked what will distinguish the market
leaders from the laggards in the coming years,
Helms is convinced that great service is key. “It’s
about understanding customer needs and having
the ability to move fast to keep up with their demands,” she says. “Price is no longer enough of a
differentiator; customers expect a great experience
and access to the most innovative services and
technologies. It’s up to us to work with the telcos
to bring these new services to market as quickly as
possible, in the most cost-effective manner.”
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Going global
We speak with Kyle Rhee at SK Telecom about how his company plans to leverage its
partnership with Microsoft to provide indoor location-based services to customers
BY REBECCA GIBSON

G

uiding your way around large and crowded indoor venues, such as shopping malls,
sports stadiums, museums, convention
centres and hospitals, can be difficult. Signage
is often ineffective and the global positioning
technologies built into mobiles cannot be used
indoors because they require a clear satellite signal to work effectively. Today, many companies
are realising the benefits of deploying indoor location-based services (ILBS) solutions that not
only help people navigate venues easily, but also
provide them with contextual information to enhance the visitor experience.
“Indoor spaces are becoming much larger so
there is new demand for ILBS tools that use wi-fi
networks or Bluetooth beacons to pinpoint the exact location of individuals and use contextual information to guide them around indoor venues,”
says Kyle Rhee, manager at South Korea’s leading
wireless telecommunications operator SK Telecom.
Recognising the demand for such service in
South Korea, SK Telecom introduced its own
Bluetooth 4.0 beacon-based ILBS solution in
2013. Named Wizturn, the B2B ILBS solution is
hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform
and uses Bluetooth to automatically detect the
exact location of consumers and deliver relevant,
real-time information to their mobile devices.
To date, Wizturn has been integrated with
geo-fencing and zone-based check-in services and implemented in various indoor venues
across South Korea. “For example, convention
centres have implemented Wizturn to enable
visitors to use a mobile app to access information
about each booth and plan their schedule before
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they even enter the building,” explains Rhee.
“Exhibitors have also harnessed the solution to
send targeted promotional offers directly to visitors’ mobiles to help boost foot traffic and enhance customer engagement. Plus, the technology has been used at sports arenas to notify fans
about discounted merchandise or food offers, or
to encourage them to enter fan competitions.”
In addition, Wizturn has been integrated with
various back-office solutions on the Azure platform – such as business intelligence or customer
relationship management tools – to enable companies to capture and analyse data about their
customers’ behaviour.
“Using these analytics tools to better understand
the data captured via our beacons helps companies to develop targeted marketing campaigns,
improve operational processes and boost customer engagement,” says Rhee. “For instance, retailers
can use analytics tools to track peak visitor times
to plan staffing rotas, identify popular products,
determine where to place promotional products
or even to send personalised offers to consumers
as soon as they step into the shopping mall.”
Now Wizturn is well established in South
Korea, SK Telecom plans to extend its services
across the globe with the help of Microsoft and
its partners in 2015. Rhee believes one of the key
factors that will help to achieve international
growth is the fact that Wizturn is available as a
software-as-a-service solution on Azure.
“As the first solution to integrate ILBS technology with a globally available public cloud platform, Wizturn can easily be deployed anywhere
in the world without customers needing to in-
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Wizturn is being used
in sports stadiums
to send locationbased information to
customers

vest in their own on-premises infrastructures,”
he explains. “Plus, our StorSimple solution allows customers to store the vast amounts of data
gathered in on-premise resources and on Azure,
providing them with a secure and flexible way to
access information whenever they need it.”
SK Telecom also aims to leverage Microsoft’s extensive network of system integrators, independent service vendors, software developers and other
partners to expand its services into new markets.
“We already have a solid partner base in South
Korea, but this year we intend to join forces with
Microsoft partners in the Asia-Pacific region and
elsewhere in the world,” explains Rhee. “We also
plan to establish a co-marketing campaign with
Microsoft and train its partners to deliver our
ILBS solution themselves. Eventually, we hope that
WizTurn will gain the necessary certification to be
offered as part of the Microsoft technology stack.”
To help elevate its position in the global ILBS market, SK Telecom also plans to increase the accuracy
of its geo-positioning technology to identify the location of individuals within a distance of 50cm. “We

will also add asset tracking functionality to Wizturn
to enable our customers to tag equipment with Bluetooth beacons and track these items in real time,
helping to improve operational efficiency or security,” says Rhee. “For example, police forces could use
it to track rifles, or it could be used by factory workers to track shipments and inventory stock.”
As the global ILBS market continues to grow,
Rhee is confident that by extending its partnership
with Microsoft and adding and upgrading the features to Wizturn, SK Telecom will be able to quickly gain customers in new markets. “Our experience
as a wireless telco operator allows us to provide
some of the most accurate positioning technology in the market, while our advanced beacon
technology, routing engines, map-authoring tools,
geo-fencing, check-in, analytics solutions provide
everything a company needs to offer customers a
reliable context-driven ILBS service,” he concludes.
“2015 marks the start of our global expansion and
we look forward to building a win-win partnership
in the growing indoor location space business with
many capable partners.”
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Sporting

highlights
Broadcasters of the world’s biggest sporting events such as the Super
Bowl, the Winter Olympics and the World Cup are increasingly relying on
Azure Media Services for their streaming services. We find out why
B Y L I N D S AY J A M E S

F

or the world’s biggest broadcasting companies,
being able to stream major sporting events is
something that is taken extremely seriously.
Take the recent Super Bowl. Over 11 hours of content were streamed to 2.5 million unique users with
a peak of 1.3 million concurrent viewers.
Meanwhile, the 2014 Winter Olympics was
watched by over 100 million viewers around the
globe, with roughly 2.1 million concurrent HD
views when the US and Canada faced off in the
men’s hockey semi-finals. And last year’s World
Cup football match between Cameroon and
Mexico in June set a new record for simultaneous viewers at 2.8 million.
Microsoft Azure Media Services, along with
its broadcast customers and technical partners,
delivered the video for all three of these events
flawlessly, with no service-affecting outages. “For
this type of broadcast, there is no compromise
on the need for 100% uptime,” explains Martin
Wahl, principal program manager in Microsoft’s Azure Media Services team. “Broadcasters
cannot afford to have outages in service when
they’ve invested so heavily in particular events.”
Microsoft Azure Media Services is a comprehensive platform built on the public cloud for media
companies to build scalable, cost-effective, end-toend solutions. This lessens the amount of money and
resources which broadcasters and premium content
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owners need to spend on hosting, managing, supporting and distributing their media.
“For broadcasters, the infrastructure required
for streaming can be very expensive, depending
on how many channels they are streaming or the
functionality they want to offer,” Wahl explains.
“The benefit of Microsoft Azure Media Services is
that it’s hosted in the cloud so it has an elastically scalable architecture – it can virtually create as
many servers on the fly as needed. What’s more, it’s
built around a shared cost model. Customers like
the fact that they only pay for what they use.”
Recognising the importance of security, Azure
Media Services now offers a content protection
service which includes encryption and digital
rights management technology. This provides
broadcasters with end-to-end content protection. “Piracy is a big issue for broadcasters and
it’s something we take very seriously,” says Wahl.
“Azure Media Services offers encryption on the
fly, for both video on demand and live streaming. Data will be encrypted by the server before
it is sent out, and decrypted by the client to view.
This allows video data to be transferred safely
between the server and client, and makes the
video data unreadable by any parties who intercept it in between.”
In addition to these extra security features, Microsoft has announced the availability of a new

MEDIA

speech recognition service that indexes and stores
all speech found in the video as searchable metadata. The indexed text can then be used for close
captioning, transcriptions and searching. “This is
really valuable for broadcasters who, until now,
have had to spend significant sums of money in
transcription and translating,” Wahl says.
Microsoft is also launching an entirely cloudbased encoding solution that enables broadcasters to send high quality broadcasts via MPEG-2
transport streams to any Azure data centre and
have it encoded and transcoded into multiple bit
rates right in the cloud. “This eliminates the use of
any additional on-premises hardware needed to
simulcast and deliver their programmes online,”
Wahl explains. “Our system is already set up to
instantly convert those live streams into on-demand assets so broadcasters and content owners

can continue to monetise their content long after
the event has occurred. This ‘cloud DVR’ feature
is unique and could possibly eliminate the big set
top boxes with hard-drives that are taking up way
too much space in our family rooms.”
Looking to the future, Wahl believes that the unmatched hyper scale of the Microsoft Cloud will
continue to deliver rich and interactive live media
to millions of viewers quickly, easily and cost effectively. “It’s clear to me that, over the coming years,
the amount of streamed content will grow exponentially,” he says. “Younger audiences are increasingly
viewing content via their mobiles and I expect this
trend to continue. Broadcasters need to embrace
this so that they don’t lose out. They need to make
advertising more relevant too. We’re now in the process of creating a cloud-based solution which can
replace adverts during streamed content on the fly
so that they are more relevant to the viewer.”
This will be just one of a number of solutions that
the Azure Media Services team will release in the
months to come. “Azure is the future of Microsoft,”
Wahl concludes. “The media industry is not just
something we are dabbling in – we are absolutely
committed. Over the coming year we will be continuing to innovate and release new features. Watch
this space for some very big announcements.”
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Boosting IT
capacity
Dell helps Canadian SaaS provider Distributech/InvestorCom to increase IT
availability, improve disaster recovery, enhance data security and reduce costs

F

ounded in 1992, Toronto-based Distributech/InvestorCom initially handled the direct mail marketing needs for some of Canada’s major brands. As the number of companies
outsourcing their marketing communications,
financial publishing and e-commerce functions
has grown, Distributech/InvestorCom has developed from a traditional marketing and print
fulfilment company to a multi-platform software-as-a-services (SaaS) provider.
Today, Distributech provides three SaaS platforms, including a marketing automation web
portal called DOXTM and an InvestorPOSTM
reporting solution for the financial services and
insurance industries. It also offers Pivotal ContactTM, a data mining, analytics and business
intelligence service for marketers.
According to Randy McIver, vice president of
IT, the company’s SaaS operations are fast overtaking its more traditional functions. “We’re
quickly building out a set of strong SaaS offerings from our legacy brick warehouse and print
operations,” he says. “Half our growth is due to
these new channels we’ve opened up.”
Each day, Distributech/InvestorCom’s IT infrastructure handles millions of varied online data
transactions, such as e-commerce orders, client
files and data transferred via web service calls. To
boost its capacity to manage such high levels of
traffic and improve disaster recovery and security, the company needed to replace its existing
multi-vendor IT patchwork.
“We were starting to have availability issues
and clearly needed to upgrade to newer technology platforms,” says McIver. “At the same time,
we needed to simplify and make our IT systems
much more efficient to operate and grow.”
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Assisted by Dell Deployment Services, Distributech/InvestorCom implemented an end-to-end
infrastructure solution comprised of components
from Dell’s hardware and software portfolios.
According to McIver, Distributech/InvestorCom chose Dell because it was willing to share
its architectural expertise before the sale to help
design the solution, while Dell Financial Services provided a lease-to-own arrangement to enable the company to acquire the solution while
conserving capital.
The main reason for choosing Dell was that
it could provide one source for the company’s
much-needed refresh of its end-to-end infrastructure, both at the Toronto co-location data
centre near its headquarters and at another co-located disaster recovery site in a nearby suburb.
“Dell could provide everything from switching to servers to storage, firewalls, and backup,
which greatly simplifies overall IT management
and scaling for growth,” explains McIver. “We
saved months and a lot of risk in getting our
solution designed, deployed and running by using Dell Deployment Services.”
Distributech/InvestorCom installed three Dell
PowerEdge R620 servers, two Dell Networking
N4024 10GbE Layer 3 switches and one Dell
EqualLogic PS6210 storage area network with
18TB of usable capacity in its main data centre. In
addition, Microsoft Hyper-V was used to virtualise 50 physical servers, which are managed by Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager.
The company also deployed a similar setup at its
disaster recovery site for replication and failover.
“Overall we reduced our server footprint by
75% and halved our energy use by virtualising
our systems on Dell PowerEdge servers,” McIver
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Dell Latitude laptops
and OptiPlex PCs are
now used companywide at Distributech/
InvestorCom

says. “At the same time, we boosted our systems
availability significantly and we’re now seeing
huge performance gains with our new Dell endto-end infrastructure.”
Meanwhile, the company implemented Dell PowerVault tape backup systems and Dell SonicWall
firewalls to provide Canada’s major banks and other
financial institutions with improved data security
and to help them achieve regulatory compliance.
In addition, Distributech/InvestorCom’s acquired
a large quantity of Dell Latitude laptops for executive and sales teams, enabling them to remotely connect to the company’s enterprise resource
planning and customer relationship management
systems. Dell Latitude 6 Series laptops and Dell
OptiPlex PCs are now standard for all employees.
One of the biggest benefits of the new Dell infrastructure is that Distibutech/Investorcom’s team
can now manage all systems more easily. The
team uses Microsoft System Center to manage the
virtual servers and Dell OpenManage Essentials
to control all the Dell hardware including servers, storage, networking and SonicWall firewall
appliances. In addition, the OpenManage Mobile
application also gives staff remote access to health
status information via any smart device.
“We estimate that it will save hundreds of
hours of IT time-savings per year,” says McIver.
“Morale is so much higher since the team is now
doing a lot less ‘fire fighting’ and is able to work
with some of the latest technologies.”
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